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No. R-508. Joint resolution relating to the payment of dairy hauling costs.

(J.R.S.54)

By Committee on Agriculture,

Whereas, the Vermont secretary of agriculture, food and markets recently

has warned that there is a grave possibility that Vermont could lose up to 20

percent of its dairy farms in 2010, and

Whereas, in virtually every other nonagricultural industry, the purchaser of

goods pays the costs of transporting the goods from the place of manufacture

to the purchaser, and

Whereas, in the past three years, the Vermont General Assembly has

carefully considered the issue of dairy hauling costs and the impact upon

Vermont dairy farmers, and

Whereas, in New England, dairy farmers typically are responsible for the

majority of the costs of hauling milk from the farm to a buyer’s processing

plant or similar facility, and

Whereas, dairy hauling costs are incurred by dairy farmers, regardless of the

price of milk, and

Whereas, the average dairy hauling costs for a Vermont farm milking

approximately 200 cows can exceed $20,000.00 per year, and

Whereas, according to a recent New York study of dairy hauling costs,

hauling charges paid by dairy producers range from an annual average of $0.50

to $0.57 per hundredweight of milk for all size farms, and the average hauling
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charge, including transportation credits, ranges from 3.1 to 4.4 percent of the

gross value of the farm milk, and

Whereas, pursuant to Vermont’s Act 50 (2007), the Vermont Milk

Commission carefully considered the potential economic impacts of shifting

responsibility for dairy hauling costs from the producer to the purchaser of

milk, and

Whereas, the Vermont Milk Commission has concluded, and legislative

testimony received from the Vermont agency of agriculture, food and markets,

industry representatives, and dairy farmers has confirmed that shifting the

payment of dairy hauling costs from producer to purchaser will result in

Vermont milk being more expensive than milk produced in neighboring states,

thereby making Vermont milk less competitive in the northeastern dairy

market, and

Whereas, Vermont, or any other state which unilaterally mandates a shift in

the cost of dairy hauling from producer to purchaser, will suffer a competitive

disadvantage relative to neighboring producer states due to the increased cost

of its milk, and

Whereas, given this reality and the economic crisis facing dairy farmers

throughout New England, it is extremely unlikely that any state will elect to be

the first to mandate this shift in dairy hauling costs, therefore requiring a

solution that is national in scope, and
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Whereas, in November 2009, United States Representatives Michael Arcuri

and Chris Lee of New York introduced federal legislation (H.R. 4117) to

eliminate all hauling costs for milk producers, and

Whereas, United States Secretary of Agriculture Thomas Vilsack has

convened a 17-member United States Department of Agriculture Dairy

Industry Advisory Committee to review the issues of farm milk price volatility

and dairy farmer profitability, and to offer suggestions and ideas on how the

United States Department of Agriculture can best address these issues to meet

the dairy industry’s needs, now therefore be it

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives:

That the Vermont General Assembly urges United States Secretary of

Agriculture Thomas Vilsack and the United States Department of Agriculture

Dairy Industry Advisory Committee to pursue a national policy requiring that

dairy hauling costs be borne by the marketplace rather than dairy producers as

a means to address dairy farmer profitability, and be it further

Resolved: That the Secretary of State be directed to send a copy of this

resolution to United States Secretary of Agriculture Thomas Vilsack, the

Vermont congressional delegation, and the members of the United States

Department of Agriculture Dairy Industry Advisory Committee.


